Leisure time 2

The plan of the seance

1. Read 1
2. Puzzle
3. Riddles
4. Problem solving
5. Idioms
6. - Check your knowledge
Coca-Cola was first introduced as a fountain syrup on the 1890s, and the name, the symbol, and the colour quickly became an integral part of the American scene. The outdoor billboards, the posters, and the advertisements on back covers of the Saturday Evening Post all helped make Coca-Cola the best known soft drink in the world.

Coke ads have appeared on lorry panels, walls of buildings lamp shades, clock faces, pencil boxes and serving trays. Coca-Cola was, and continues to be, almost everywhere one looks. Beautiful people in ads and posters have, in effect said “Coke and I are the best of 1900 or 1926 or 2000.”

The bright red metal open top coke introduced its famous six-pack; it was convenient for the consumer and an excellent way to sell six bottles of coke instead of one.
Use the clues to complete the puzzle.

ancestors: relatives who lived long ago.

Canopy: the tops of trees that overlap to cover like a roof.

jaguars: large wildcats with light brown fur and black spots.

kapok: a tropical tree.

oxygen: a part of the air we breathe.

pollinate: to carry from one flower to another.

sloth: a small, slow-moving animal that hangs upside-down in trees.

Across:
2-These are large, spotted cats.
4- Great-great-grandfather.
6- Bees help do this for flowers.
7- We need this part of the air to live.

Down:
1-This tree has large leaves.
3-This animal could never win a race.
5- Sit under this to stay dry.
3- Riddles:

1- When is your uncle’s sister not your aunt?

2- Why is an island like the letter T?

3- What goes from Algiers to Oran without moving?

4- What is the worst weather for mice?
4- **Problem solving**

1- Diana’s parents want to paint her room.
- What information is not needed for them to figure out how much the paint will cost.
  a) How big her room is.
  b) Whether each wall needs one or two coats of paint.
  c) How much space each gallon of paint costs.
  d) What colour paint they want.

2- Mr Smith left for work at 8:15; It took him 3 minutes to walk to the bus stop. The bus ride to work took 8 minutes.
- What time did Mr Smith get to work?

3- Jack read 99 pages in 3 days. At this rate, how many pages would he read in 10 days?

   a) 297  
   b) 300  
   c) 330  
   d) 990
5- Idioms:

Read each sentence. Decide what the underlined words mean. Underline the good answer.

1- We were afraid that Suzan would get wind of her surprise birthday party.
   a) blow air into
   b) find out about
   c) get sick before

2- Jane wouldn’t lift a finger to help us cook, but she ate more than anyone else.
   a) do a share of the work
   b) raise her hand
   c) point to something

3- John wanted to say something to Chelsea about the way she was acting but he decided to hold his tongue.
   a) John held his tongue between his fingers
   b) John decided not to say anything
   c) John looked at his tongue in the mirror
6- Check your knowledge

You see many signs everyday. Look at each street sign or symbol. Write its right meaning.
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